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Abstract
While sequencing ancient DNA (aDNA) from archaeological material is now commonplace,
very few attempts to sequence ancient transcriptomes have been made, even from typically
stable deposition environments such as permafrost. This is presumably due to assumptions
that RNA completely degrades relatively quickly, particularly when dealing with autolytic,
nuclease-rich mammalian tissues. However, given the recent successes in sequencing
ancient RNA (aRNA) from various sources including plants and animals, we suspect that
these assumptions may be incorrect or exaggerated. To challenge the underlying dogma,
we generated shotgun RNA data from sources that might normally be dismissed for such
study. Here, we present aRNA data generated from two historical wolf skins, and perma-
frost-preserved liver tissue of a 14,300-year-old Pleistocene canid. Not only is the latter the
oldest RNA ever to be sequenced, but it also shows evidence of biologically relevant tissue
specificity and close similarity to equivalent data derived from modern-day control tissue.
Other hallmarks of RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data such as exon-exon junction presence
and high endogenous ribosomal RNA (rRNA) content confirms our data’s authenticity. By
performing independent technical library replicates using two high-throughput sequencing
platforms, we show not only that aRNA can survive for extended periods in mammalian tis-
sues but also that it has potential for tissue identification. aRNA also has possible further
potential, such as identifying in vivo genome activity and adaptation, when sequenced using
this technology.
Introduction
The recent revolution in the sequencing of ancient biomolecules has allowed multiple layers of
-omic information—including genomic [1], epigenomic [2,3], metagenomic [4,5], and
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proteomic [6,7]—to be gleaned from ancient and archaeological material. This wealth of evolu-
tionary information almost all derives from either DNA or protein, biomolecules both tradi-
tionally thought to be considerably more stable than RNA. This is unfortunate, because
transcriptome data have the potential to access deeper layers of information than genome
sequencing alone. Most notably, these include assessments of the in vivo activity of the genome
and assessing other aspects of ancient bio-assemblages, such as biotic colonisation/micro-
biomes [8], host–pathogen interactions [9], and the level of postmortem molecular movement
within remains and surrounding media [10].
Despite the dominance of DNA, in recent years several studies have begun to explore
whether or not RNA survives in archaeological substrates, particularly in the context of plant
materials. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) approaches have uncovered viral RNA genomes
in barley grains and faecal matter [11,12], environmentally induced differential regulation pat-
terns of microRNA and RNA-induced genome modifications in barley grain [13,14], and gen-
eral transcriptomics in maize kernels [15]. All but one of these datasets, however, have been
derived from plant seed endosperm, which often facilitates exceptional preservation [16,17]
and is known to be predisposed to nucleic acid compartmentalisation [18], thus allowing for
reasonable expectations of such preservation. The conjecture that ribonucleases released dur-
ing soft tissue autolysis would virtually annihilate RNA had, until recently, discouraged
researchers from attempting such sequencing in animal tissues in favour of more stable mole-
cules. This is exemplified by the fact that to date, ancient RNA (aRNA) data have been gener-
ated directly from ancient animal (human) soft tissues in only one example [19], and this was
without utilising NGS technology. Instead, a targeted quantitative PCR (qPCR) approach was
used, presumably intended to bypass extraneous noise that might be expected in ancient NGS
datasets. The recent qPCR-based approach to microRNA identification demonstrated persist-
ing specificity in permafrost-preserved human tissues [19] and thus opened the possibility of a
more complete reconstruction of ancient transcripts in soft tissues when preserved under
favourable conditions. While complexities surrounding the survival of purified RNA within a
long-term laboratory storage setting are well documented [20,21], the complex thermodynam-
ics of RNA lability and enzymatic interactions are themselves not well understood, especially
within long-term postmortem diagenesis scenarios [22]. There is evidence suggesting that the
survival of purified (modern) RNA is influenced by the specific tissue from where it originated
[23], suggesting co-extraction of tissue-specific RNases is a significant problem. Others have
suggested that the chemical structure of RNA is such that its theoretical propensity for sponta-
neous depurination is less than that of DNA [24]. Although strand breakage should occur
more often, the observable depletion of purified RNA within a laboratory setting could be
attributable to contamination from RNases that, speculatively, may be active in purified sam-
ples even when frozen. Because chemical and enzymatic interactions in archaeological or pale-
ontological assemblages are generally unpredictable at the molecular level, it is possible that
the activity of RNAses, and the susceptibility of RNA to those enzymes within a complex
matrix of biomatter, could be slowed or arrested through uncharacterised chemical interac-
tions. As such, it is possible that under environmental conditions such as desiccation or per-
mafrost, aRNA may indeed persist over millennia.
Exceptionally well-preserved remains provide an opportunity to test this hypothesis. Given
this, we decided to take advantage of some recently recovered samples exhibiting a range of
ages and DNA preservation [25]. These 5 samples represent tissues from 3 individuals: skin
from two historical wolves from Greenland (19th and 20th centuries CE), and liver, cartilage,
and muscle tissue from a Pleistocene (approximately 14,000 years old) ‘wolf’ puppy from
Tumat, Siberia (Table 1). We use the term ‘wolf’ in inverted commas as the domestication sta-
tus of this individual is yet to be fully ascertained. Because the DNA of these samples was
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sequenced on both Illumina and BGISEQ, we felt these were ideal animal candidates to test
for the persistence of aRNA in such contexts. The results presented here describe the oldest
directly sequenced RNA, by a significant margin of at least 13,000 years, alongside younger tis-
sues that still may be seen as novel substrates, given the prevailing RNA dogma. For context,
the oldest RNA so far to have been recovered and verified without direct sequencing is approx-
imately 5,000 years old [19], and the oldest RNA to be sequenced and verified is just over 700
years old [15].
To verify with authenticity of the RNA described in this study, we performed several analy-
ses including exon/exon boundary mapping, metagenomic profiling, damage pattern analysis,
and a method to assign most likely tissue of origin when compared with a control dataset. To
confirm the absence of platform-specific biases between sequencing platforms such as optical
duplication, size biases, and preference for sequencing GC-rich reads, we sequenced each sam-
ple using the Illumina HiSeq-2500 platform and performed a technical replicate (library and
sequencing) on the BGISEQ-500 platform. For clarity, the biological results and interpreta-
tions shown in the main text refer to HiSeq-2500 data because Illumina sequencing platforms
are the most often used for sequencing ancient DNA (aDNA), with BGISEQ-500 comparisons
referenced directly where necessary. A more detailed evaluation of the two sequencing plat-
forms can be found in S1 Text.
Our analysis pipeline was a multifaceted approach, paying particular attention to read
duplication (where multiple identical reads are sequenced, often a result of using more PCR
cycles than would normally be required for library amplification of modern, fresh DNA/
RNA). The need to de-duplicate datasets, in which identical reads are collapsed to a single
read, is much debated amongst RNA researchers because of uncertainty about whether dupli-
cates represent biological expression or an artefact of the PCR process [26]. Considering the
short nature of our RNA reads and the generally high duplication rate, we surmised that these
were more likely to be a PCR artefact than a reflection of biological expression. We performed
all analyses using both the unmodified (‘duplicated’) and de-duplicated sets and found that in
all cases, de-duplicated data made more biological sense. For our analyses, we compared the
ancient samples against control NGS data of equivalent dog tissue, downloaded from the Euro-
pean Bioinformatics Institute (EBI)’s short read archive. These data represent transcriptomes
for each tissue (liver, muscle, cartilage, skin) from healthy modern dogs, as part of the Broad
Institute’s Canine Genomic Resources, and as such can be considered the ‘type’ tissue for
canine transcriptomic work. To overcome potential biases arising from the uniquely short
nature of the aRNA reads, we opted to test these data against control references using two dis-
tinct methods. One was a direct read-for-read regression using a statistical method often used
for RNA comparisons (Varistran, ‘Method 1’) [27]. The second was based on coverage depth
calculation of individual genes, followed by a cumulative scoring system based on the most-
likely tissue assignation of those genes, derived from a multi-tissue Affymetrix expression
array [28] (‘Method 2’). Finally, to assess the effect of ultrashort (between 15 and 30 nucleo-
tides [nt]) fragments, we created additional control datasets from our existing primary and
control sequencing data. First, we removed all fragments shorter than 30 nt from the aRNA,
and second created a ‘simulated’ aRNA dataset from the modern control data. We then
repeated our analyses on these new data and found that in general, retention of ultrashort mol-
ecules is appropriate for transcriptome mapping.
From the results presented here, we propose that the range of aRNA sources could now
extend to permafrost samples of the Pleistocene age, thus opening up the possibility of using
aRNA as a valuable biomolecular resource for future research. We should, however, emphasise
that the samples presented here are exceptionally well preserved and exhibit varying degrees of
preservation within a single individual, and so we are not suggesting that aRNA sequencing
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could now become as routine as aDNA work. We suggest that aDNA preservation could pro-
vide a tenuous proxy for potential aRNA preservation, although we would advise researchers
to make no assumptions of relative preservation when considering attempting aRNA work,
and consider the risks and benefits of further destructive analysis at these early stages of aRNA
research.
Results
RNA recovery and sequence data from ancient tissues
From between 47 mg and 665 mg of tissues, including skin, cartilage, liver, and skeletal muscle,
we recovered between 100 ng and 461 ng RNA (Table 1). Unsurprisingly, there was a marked dif-
ference between the ancient Tumat and historical samples: while the historical skin samples gave
between 3.4 μg and 6.7 μg RNA per gram tissue, the ancient Tumat samples only gave between
0.28 μg and 0.57 μg per gram. After sequencing and mapping, we calculated the endogenous RNA
content of the tissues to be between 7.4% and 80.0% using the HiSeq-2500 platform (Table 2).
RNA enrichment
For each sample, we took the number of reads mapping to the entire genome and, similarly,
the number of reads mapping to only the transcribed regions of the genome (mRNA, rRNA,
and tRNA). We then divided the RNA read frequency with the whole-genome read frequency
for each sample to give an enrichment factor (Table 2). We found between 7.4-fold and
15.6-fold enrichment for transcripts from HiSeq-2500 data. We found no significant age- or
tissue-related correlation to enrichment level.
We subjected earlier DNA sequencing data from the same samples used in this paper [25]
to the same transcriptome mapping pipeline as our RNA data in order to confirm that the
enrichment of transcriptomic reads we saw in the RNA data was not spurious or the result of
DNA contamination. As with the RNA data, we calculated the RNA enrichment factor for
each sample. Whereas we saw at least 7.4-fold transcript enrichment for the RNA data, we saw
only between 0.2- and 1.2-fold enrichment for the equivalent DNA data. Furthermore, while
the RNA data showed that a large proportion of the endogenous content for each sample
(between 5.7% and 37%) was of ribosomal origin, the ribosomal content of the endogenous
DNA was significantly lower, between 0.09% and 0.15%, and we suspect more likely a repre-
sentation of rRNA genes than their transcripts. Considering this, and the known high
Table 1. Basic sample details including age, tissue, and RNA extraction statistics.
Sample Museum
accession
Species Tissue Age Location Mass tissue
(mg)
RNA (ng/
uL)
Total (100
uL)
RNA from tissue
(ug/g)
Skin 1 CN 1921 Wolf Skin Before 1869
CE
Uummannaq, Greenland 47.9 3.1 310 6.47
Skin 2 CN 214 Wolf Skin 1925 CE Rosenvinge Bugt,
Greenland
134.7 4.61 461 3.42
Tumat
cartilage
FRC Canid Cartilage ca. 14122
YBP
Tumat, Siberia 665.3 3.19 319 0.48
Tumat liver L Canid Liver ca. 14122
YBP
Tumat, Siberia 612.9 3.54 354 0.58
Tumat
muscle
M1 Canid Muscle ca. 14122
YBP
Tumat, Siberia 351.9 1 100 0.28
Blank B BLANK n/a n/a n/a 0 0 0 0.00
Abbreviations: CE, common era; ca., circa; n/a, not applicable; YBP, years before present.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3000166.t001
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abundance of rRNA as a proportion of cellular RNA, this strongly suggests that the RNA
sequencing (RNA-seq) dataset represents authentic RNA, with minimal, if any, DNA
contamination.
To ensure that the mapping strategy using bowtie2 was not prone to biases, we repeated tran-
scriptome mapping using bwa-aln v7.17 [29], using standard aDNA parameters (seed size dis-
abled, allow indels). We found proportionally equal numbers of reads mapping to each sample
but only around half as many overall when using bwa-aln (S1 Table). MapDamage analyses of the
resulting BAM files gave similar results to those produced with bowtie2 (S1 Fig), suggesting that
the greater stringency seen with bwa-aln does not result in any more authentic mapping.
GC content and read duplication
The GC content of full reference transcripts falling within the 95th percentile of abundance
was between 51% and 57% (S2 Table). We noted that the GC content of reads mapping to
those transcript sets exhibited higher GC content than the transcripts themselves, which is not
unexpected considering previous aRNA results [13,15,19]. On average, the de-duplicated data-
sets had 4.6% greater GC content than the references, and the unmodified (duplicated) data-
sets showed on average 7.3% higher GC content. This suggests a slight bias towards high-GC
fragments being preserved, which is, again, not unexpected in RNA-seq data, given that tran-
scribed regions of the genome are generally GC rich [30]. However, the uniquely short nature
of read fragments, compared with a modern RNA dataset, combined with nonuniform GC
content across a given transcript, suggests that the GC bias observed here does not skew the
resulting transcription profiles. Due to the high number of PCR cycles (20) required to build
libraries, it is unsurprising that we observed significant duplicate reads in all ancient samples,
between 80.9% and 87.1%. However, at least some of this variance can be explained by ‘true’
transcript abundance, exemplified by the control data from modern material being between
20.9% and 39.4% duplicate reads. Further discussion of read duplication in RNA datasets can
be found in S1 Text.
Junction analysis
To further establish that we had sequenced RNA as opposed to contaminant single-stranded
DNA (ssDNA), we assessed the frequencies of reads straddling intron-exon (splice) junctions
and those straddling exon-exon junctions. Only reads crossing these boundaries were included
in our analysis, as opposed to those that were merely proximal to the junctions. With RNA-seq
data, we would expect to observe a high proportion of exon-exon reads to demonstrate that
precursor mRNA processing has taken place in active transcripts, but we would also expect to
see a degree of intron/exon reads representing precursor mRNA themselves. We found that in
all cases, the number of reads mapping to exon/exon junctions was greater, often by orders of
magnitude, than those mapping to splice junctions (S3 Table). In particular, the Skin 2 and
Tumat liver samples respectively showed 186-fold and 68.5-fold more reads mapping to exon-
exon junctions than splice junctions. We then repeated this analysis using DNA data generated
from the same samples, as a negative control [25]. We found the DNA data showed the oppo-
site trend to RNA-seq data, with exon-exon junctions being significantly underrepresented
compared with splice junctions in all cases. These analyses further suggest that our primary
data represent authentic aRNA.
Damage profiles
Damage profiles were not consistent with typical aDNA profiles, although the expectations for
comparing RNA and DNA in this manner are unknown due to a general lack of aRNA NGS
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data. mapDamage analysis of earlier DNA sequencing of the same samples showed profiles
that were typical of aDNA, although at low levels for samples as old as the Tumat canid.
Unsurprisingly, the two samples with the lowest levels of damage were the historical skin tis-
sues. Interestingly, the liver sample, which showed the greatest similarity to its modern coun-
terpart in transcriptome analysis, had the lowest damage levels of all tissues from the Tumat
canid, further suggesting its exceptional preservation.
The RNA profiles themselves showed either low levels of damage throughout when de-
duplicated, and some elevated C> U transitions towards the centre of the molecule (S2 Fig, S3
Fig). Interestingly, the damage appears at lower levels than the equivalent DNA samples. The
damage was generally limited to C> U misincorporations as opposed to G> A misincorpora-
tions, which is consistent with data deriving from a single-stranded library construct. Damage
patterns were more pronounced when duplicates were retained, which is unsurprising consid-
ering the high level of sequence duplication. We also note that the damage in general is more
pronounced in data from the HiSeq-2500 platform. Following removal of ultrashort fragments,
we found a more ‘typical’ damage profile, with discernible C> T damage at both 50 and 30
ends of reads (S4 Fig, S5 Fig) and a more typical excess purine pattern at fragment sites. As
with the majority of aRNA damage analyses presented here, these observations are not neces-
sarily unexpected; however, more data are needed from other sample types for palaeogenomics
researchers to create these expectations.
Statistical inter- and intra-tissue comparisons of ancient transcriptomes
(Method 1)
Over the entire dataset, ordination and clustering revealed that the ancient samples were glob-
ally more similar to each other than to the control samples and vice versa. However, when con-
sidering individual ancient/historical samples against all control samples, we found that the
ancient Tumat liver and historical Skin 2 samples were most similar to their modern counter-
parts. Clustering also revealed a set of 71 genes with relatively highly abundant transcripts
across all, or most, ancient samples in comparison with the control samples (S6 Fig, S2 Table).
Considering the most highly expressed genes (i.e., 95th percentile) in each control tissue,
there were some relationships of note between control and ancient samples. There was a signif-
icant relationship between control liver and ancient liver, with control liver expression
explaining 16% (adjusted R2 values) of the variation in ancient liver transcript abundance (S2
Data; Fig 1). Control liver gene expression was more similar to ancient liver transcript abun-
dance in comparison with any of the other ancient samples or any of the other control samples
(S1 Data). Similarly, there was a significant relationship between control skin gene expression
and transcript abundance in the historical Skin 2 sample, with control skin expression explain-
ing 8% of the variation in historical Skin 2 transcript abundance (S1 Data; S7 Fig, S8 Fig, S9
Fig, S10 Fig). There was also a marginally significant relationship between control skin and
historical Skin 1 (P = 0.012, α = 0.01); however, it explained only a very small amount of the
variation in Skin 1 transcript abundance (0.4%; S1 Data). Control skin gene expression was
more similar to both historical skin sample transcript abundance(s) in comparison with any of
the other ancient samples; however, there were also significant relationships with all other con-
trol tissues (S1 Data). There was no relationship between control cartilage gene expression and
ancient cartilage transcript abundance, although there was a relationship with Skin 2 transcript
abundance, control liver, and control skin gene expression (S1 Data). There were no signifi-
cant relationships between control muscle gene expression and any of the ancient samples or
the other control samples. All pairwise regression parameters and details are provided in S2
Data and S3 Data.
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Tissue specificity when compared with the Canine Normal Tissue Database
(Method 2)
Like our observations from Method 1, we found that the historical Skin 2 and the ancient
Tumat liver tissues showed significantly more similarity to their modern control counterparts
than the other historical/ancient tissues (Fig 2; S4 Data; S5 Data). Of the 14,300-year-old
Tumat samples, we found virtually no correlation between ancient and control data when
compared with the canine normal tissue array (Method 2) using muscle (r2 = 0.07) and carti-
lage (r2 = 0.01). However, we observed a high degree of similarity with liver tissue, when simi-
larly compared with modern data (r2 = 0.94, Fig 3; S7 Data). We noted that several highly
expressed genes in the ancient liver tissue are associated with liver function, including apolipo-
proteins, fetuins, and retinol-binding proteins.
A high level of similarity between historical and modern skin tissues (r2 = 0.70 for Skin 1
and 0.87 for Skin 2) was also observed using Method 2 (Fig 3; S7 Data). We noted that highly
Fig 1. Regressions of ancient liver and historical skin samples, Method 1: Relationships between 95th percentile of expressed genes in each control tissue
sample (x-axis) and each ancient sample or control samples from other tissues (y-axis). Black points in graphs comparing ancient samples are the
relationships between the control tissue and the equivalent ancient tissue. Red points overlaid show the relationship between the control tissue and other
ancient tissues specified in the graph subtitle. Yellow lines are least squares linear regression fit for black points. Green lines are least squares linear regression
fit for red points. Filled lines indicate a significant linear regression. Dashed lines indicate a nonsignificant linear regression. (A) BGISEQ-500 data, de-
duplicated; (B) HiSeq-2500 data, de-duplicated; (C) BGISEQ-500 data, duplicates retained; (D) HiSeq-2500 data, duplicates retained. The underlying data for
this figure are derived from Varistran output, summaries of which can be found in S2 Data and S3 Data.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3000166.g001
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expressed genes in both ancient and controls are associated with skin and connective tissue,
including collagen and several keratin-producing genes (S4 Table).
Long-fragment aRNA and ‘simulated ancient’ datasets
To test whether ultrashort fragments seriously affect the tissue assignations by way of spurious
mapping, we repeated analysis of ‘Method 1’, ‘Method 2’, and damage profiles on aRNA reads
that were 30 nt or greater. To do this, we simply selected mapped reads�30 nt in length from
existing BAM files, then reran coverage calculations as described for Method 1 (S3 Data) and
Method 2 (S6 Data), and ran mapDamage v2.0.9 on each new BAM to check for differences
when ultrashort fragments were removed (S3 Fig). For Method 1, we found that any similarity
Fig 2. Comparison of ancient and control tissues using Method 2. Coverage scores (y-axis) were calculated based on
the mean coverage of reads to each named gene in the CanFam3.1 transcriptome, followed by filtering to the 95th
percentile of all genes represented. Each gene was then assigned a most-associated tissue based on data from an
Affymetrix array derived from 10 canine tissues (x-axis). Each tissue was then assigned a cumulative score based on the
coverage scores of each gene in the 95th percentile. Orange bars represent modern control tissues and blue bars
represent ancient/historical tissues. (A) Historical Skin 2 versus control skin. (B) Ancient Tumat liver versus control
liver. The underlying data for this figure can be found in S7 Data under Tissue_summary tabs, and are derived from
primary data found in S4 Data under the Skin2_HS and Tumat_liver_HS tabs and from S5 Data under the ctrl_skin
and crtl_liver tabs.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3000166.g002
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between modern and ancient data was severely reduced; for example, the proportion of
expressed genes in liver tissue with duplicates removed went from 90% to 14% when ultrashort
fragments were removed (S2 Data and S3 Data, S11 Fig). We noted a less extreme decrease for
Skin 2, from 99% to 89%, which could be explained by a generally higher proportion of the
original data being of longer fragments for Skin 2, resulting in a less drastic loss of data. For
Method 2, we found that samples Skin 2 and Tumat liver still showed a high level of similarity
to their modern controls (r2 = 0.84 and 0.81, respectively) and also a high degree of similarity
to their short-read-included counterparts (S5 Table). Interestingly, we noticed that the Skin 1
sample, when filtering out ultrashort reads, showed a significant drop in similarity to both skin
control and original Skin 1 aRNA, suggesting that in certain circumstances, ultrashort mole-
cules have enough mapping complexity to be crucial to identifying tissue specificity.
To further validate the use of ultrashort fragments, we took the control datasets and created
a ‘simulated ancient’ dataset for each, ranging from 15 to 50 nt in length, deriving from the
original control data, for all 4 control samples. We then ran these new ‘simulated ancient’ data
through our Method 2 pipeline, for comparison to others. We found that the simulated dataset
had almost identical tissue identifiers to the original control samples (S6 Table, S12 Fig), again
suggesting that ultrashort molecules do not necessarily result in spurious mapping, where the
complexity is great enough.
Fig 3. Regressions of all samples, Method 2: Relationships between the 95th percentile of expressed genes in
ancient tissues (x-axis) versus control samples (y-axis). Values are calculated based on per-tissue scores (see
Methods), having removed duplicate reads from mapping data. Black data points and trend line refer to BGISEQ-500
data, while orange data points and trendline refer to Illumina HiSeq-2500 data. (A) Skin 1, (B) Skin 2, (C) Tumat
cartilage, (D) Tumat liver, and (E) Tumat muscle. The underlying data for this figure can be found in S7 Data,
‘Regressions’ tab.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.3000166.g003
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Metagenomic analysis
To explore microorganism presence and further validate the authenticity of our RNA reads,
we performed four metagenomic analyses; first, on the tRNA fraction, to validate the origin of
the data as being canine due to the relatively high interspecies sequence divergence of tRNA.
We found that in all cases, the vast majority (>86.5%) of reads were assigned either directly or
directly basal to canine tRNA, further suggesting the authenticity of our data. We further
checked this method by checking for overlap (sharing) between tRNA-assigned and rRNA-
assigned reads. In all cases, we found zero overlapping reads, again suggesting authenticity.
Secondly, we performed a full metagenomic BLAST against the NCBI nt database using the
blast+ 2.6.8 suite, using a random subset of 100,000 reads for each sample. We modified the
parameters to include ultrashort fragments by minimising the word score to 10 and collated
reads falling at the Canis lupus node, and to compensate for highly conserved sequences, all
those falling at or within the Mammalia node. We found that for samples Skin 2 and Tumat
liver, the levels of expectedly assigned reads were high—at least four times those of the other
tissues (S6 Table).
Thirdly, we repeated the full metagenomic BLAST against the nt database as above, only
subsampling reads that mapped to the CanFam3.1 transcriptome during initial mapping. We
found proportionally expected assignations to canis and mammal nodes, in particular for Skin
2 and Tumat liver samples (S6 Table). Blank assignations were negligible.
Lastly, we looked for evidence of viral infection from RNA viruses (both single-stranded
RNA [ssRNA] and double-stranded RNA [dsRNA]) in all the sequenced tissues, noting that
previous aRNA work has revealed RNA viral genomes in ancient material [11,31]. We found
no evidence of viral sequences in our RNA data.
Discussion
Our results show the proof of principle that under permafrost conditions, tissue-specific transcrip-
tome profiles are potentially recoverable from mammalian soft tissues preserved over thousands
of years. Because the survival of RNA for such long periods of time is unexpected, verification of
the data’s authenticity is important. By comparing the RNA data to equivalent DNA data and
assessing key characteristic differences between aRNA and aDNA data, such as reads mapping
splice junctions versus exon-exon junctions (S7 Table), the quantity of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) in
the samples, and overall transcriptome enrichment, we have shown the expected differences to be
present and thus believe the data presented here are truly representative of aRNA.
We suggest that in contexts conducive to biomolecular preservation, aRNA (or ‘palaeotran-
scriptome’) analysis could provide a number of standard additional facets to the biomolecular
archaeological toolkit. With further research, we anticipate these could be expanded to include
tissue identification, metagenomic palaeopathology of RNA viruses, and identifying specific in
vivo processes concerned with individual genomes and their underlying causes, such as cli-
mate, diet, trauma, and disease.
Tissue specificity in ancient tissues
Our choices of primary methods to assess similarity between ancient and modern tissues were
informed by a ‘standard’ approach of statistical normalisation of raw read counts mapping to
individual transcripts (Method 1), followed by a new method based on coverage depth calcula-
tion of each individual gene. We explored a second option because of the ultrashort nature of
our RNA data, which is explored in more detail later in this section, in which we considered
that transcripts reconstructed from heavily truncated reads would be more accurately charac-
terised according to depth and thus take into account the transcript length. While count-based
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normalisation is not usually an issue for modern data, in which mapped bases are often the
entire length of the read, short fragments may result in biases resulting from the length of the
reference. For example, two 25-nt reads mapping to one gene would carry twice the statistical
weight of one 50-nt read at the same locus, where both sizes would be present in an aDNA/
aRNA dataset.
Of the 2 historical skin samples and 3 ancient tissue samples, 2 samples (Skin 2 and Tumat
liver) exhibited signals strongly associated with their modern counterparts. The ancient liver
sample in particular, despite being the oldest of the three individuals, showed the greatest simi-
larity to its control sample. Of particular note is that when compared with the reference Affy-
metrix array using Method 2, prior to comparative analysis with the control sample, 80% of
the 10 most abundant transcripts and 50% of the 50 most abundant transcripts are biologically
sensible, i.e., are genes primarily associated with liver tissue. Within those 50, 5 were class A
and C apolipoprotein isoforms involved in lipid transport and, crucially, synthesised within
the liver [32]. Three different isoforms of alpha-2 glycoprotein, associated with liver function
in mammals [33], were present (see S4 Data), as were several fibrinogen and fetuin-B genes,
which are also liver derived [34,35]. While simple identifications such as these are by no means
conclusive, we took them as a starting point to perform more detailed statistical analyses.
However, we noted that far from being an isolated incident, other, different tissues exhibited
similar superficial equivalence to their controls. The Skin 2 sample contained 19 keratin-asso-
ciated isoforms within the most abundant 50 transcripts, alongside several proline-rich pro-
teins, both of which are associated with dermal tissue. Several microRNA genes were also
highly represented, although a reference set for canine microRNA tissue specificity does not
include skin [36], and so concrete conclusions about those transcripts cannot be made.
In addition to tissue differentiation, it was encouraging to note that in all tissues, the most
highly expressed gene without tissue-specific assignment in our scoring matrix was the RNA
Component of Signal Recognition Particle 7SL1 (RN7SL1) cytoplasmic RNA, which forms part
of the ribosomal nucleosome complex. In highly degraded tissues, the significant presence of
rRNA is expected [15] and therefore is further evidence of RNA enrichment. rRNA itself
accounted for between 5.7% and 39.4% of the reads, again with no obvious correlation to tissue
type or age, but again with similar results between sequencing platforms (r2 = 0.90). Similarly,
all ostensibly connective tissues included a predicted collagen alpha-like gene (LOC102152155)
as the second- or third-most expressed locus, although a specific named homologue could not
be identified for downstream statistical analysis.
aRNA preservation in permafrost and historical tissues
While the sample set is small, we noted that the ostensibly best-preserved tissue in the Tumat 2
individual is the deepest (liver), and the least well-preserved is the most superficial (cartilage).
The muscle tissue, while intermediate, was closer in quality to the cartilage. Although we can-
not make a confident assertion, we suspect that, at least concerning a small animal preserved
in permafrost, the deepest tissues might have a higher proportion of endogenous DNA/RNA
because of the fact that external microbial or other environmental activity would be initially
present on the outer tissues. This is reflected in the lesser endogenous content of the outer tis-
sues. Microbial activity on surface tissues being arrested by rapid freezing before reaching
deeper tissues would also explain the higher endogenous content of the liver. It is also logical
that a transcriptionally active tissue such as liver would exhibit greater specificity through time
due to the absolute (as opposed to proportional) levels of nucleic acids in the tissue itself. We
hypothesise that degradative enzymes in liver tissue would have no effect on the proportion of
endogenous RNA, given the overall rapid freezing of the animal, as discussed above. With
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regards to historical samples, it is unsurprising that the older of the two skin tissues shows
weaker RNA preservation, although this may have been affected by hitherto unknown and dif-
ferent preservation methods and individual postmortem histories.
As with any extraordinary claim, the veracity of our results is hugely important. Therefore,
we analysed our RNA-seq data in conjunction with equivalent DNA data to eliminate the pos-
sibility of DNA contamination, by looking at exon-exon junctions, overall mapping propor-
tions, biologically relevant tissue-specific transcriptome activity, and rRNA content. The
results of these analyses all show compelling evidence of the authenticity of the RNA data, rein-
forcing once more the exceptional character of these remains for palaeobiological and palaeo-
physiological research on extinct mammals or ancient representatives of still extant species.
Our analyses of the blank sequencing data consistently showed a lack of contamination, begin-
ning in laboratory measurements of RNA (Table 1). We consistently observed negligible blank
results from the mapped sequence data (Table 2, S1 Table) and equally negligible results from
our junction analysis (S3 Table) and metagenomic analyses (S6 Table), often producing pre-
cisely zero hits. Certain analyses such as mapDamage were simply not possible due to a lack of
blank data, and comparative analysis using Method 1 and/or Method 2 would produce essen-
tially meaningless results due to their comparative nature. GC content analysis (S2 Table, S13
Fig, S1 Text) also showed nothing of note.
The use of ultrashort fragments in palaeotranscriptomic research
A major concern of the recovered RNA was the ultrashort nature of the fragments following
time-dependent degradation. The general instability of RNA compared with DNA is well
known, and so it is plausible that aRNA breaks down to considerably shorter-length fragments
than aDNA from the same tissues. We observed this phenomenon with these samples (S14 Fig,
S15 Fig, S16 Fig, S17 Fig), in which DNA fragment length is longer than equivalent RNA at
around 40 nt. Thus, we noted that a high proportion of our aRNA reads were shorter (15–30
nt) than the usually accepted minimum for aDNA (around 30 nt). Issues with mapping ultra-
short reads such as these to genomic positions are prone to errors and mismapping [37], and
so we decided to attempt to compensate for this rather than form our conclusions based on a
heavily depleted dataset, which we thought likely to skew our interpretations as a result of
excessive false-negative alignments.
Before reanalysing our data, we postulated that aRNA would be inherently less prone to
mismatched or false-positive alignments than DNA because of reference complexity. The tran-
scriptomic reference, unlike the equivalent genome, is relatively free of low-complexity or
repeat regions often found in intergenic or untranscribed regions. We have had previous suc-
cess in reconstructing aRNA genomes using such ultrashort molecules to high coverage [11],
and so we decided to use a similar size threshold to analyse the data presented here. However,
to confirm that mismapping of ultrashort reads was not introducing errors into our results, we
performed several additional analyses by creating two new datasets from our original data.
One analysis, for aRNA samples only, contained only aRNA reads greater than 30 nt in length
(‘long-fragment aRNA’).
A second analysis was based on the modern control data, which has an almost universal
>200-nt insert size (as would be expected from fresh RNA-seq data generated on 100 nucleo-
tide paired-end [PE]), and so ‘native’ fragment patterns cannot be analysed for comparison.
We therefore simulated an equivalent aRNA dataset by randomly sampling reads and frag-
menting them in silico to equal numbers of predefined reads between 15 and 50 nt in length
(‘simulated ancient’). We then repeated our analyses for tissue specificity and damage profiles
and compared the altered data results with the originals.
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Our reanalysis revealed an extremely strong correlation between the ‘original’ control data-
sets and their ‘simulated ancient’ counterparts (see S12 Fig and S6 Table), with r2 values of
between 0.88 and 0.99, suggesting that our method for establishing tissue specificity is unaf-
fected by ultrashort reads in which the reference is complex enough. Conversely, our finding
that the correlation between ‘long-fragment aRNA’ and the ‘original’ control was universally
lower, particularly in samples in which tissue specificity could not be established (Skin 1,
Tumat cartilage, and Tumat muscle), suggests that ultrashort reads in fact improve the accu-
racy of tissue calling. The loss of signal in Method 1 following removal of ultrashort reads fur-
ther suggests that retention of ultrashort reads in some cases is justified and necessary.
We also noted that of the two ancient samples that showed strong correlation between their
controls, they were usually more similar to the unedited original control samples than to the
‘long-fragment aRNA’ datasets (S6 Table). We speculate that the poor correlation between
long-fragment aRNA and controls in the three poorer-quality samples could be due to a lack
of data, because the majority of those were under 30 nt. Because the aRNA original showed
marginally higher correlation to the original control than to the ‘simulated ancient’, we further
suspect that ultrashort reads are valid, in certain circumstances. Although data are lacking, we
noted that the tissues showing greater potential for this method all have reasonably high
endogenous content, which could be a proxy for overall RNA integrity. The fact that the con-
trol samples showed almost identical profiles to the ‘simulated control’ samples, these samples
deriving from close to 100% endogenous content, would support this. However, consider-
ations such as postmortem damage and the effect of these lesions on mapping ultrashort frag-
ments should be considered further (see S1 Text).
The results of the junction analysis further suggest the authenticity of our data; as previously
discussed, reads only crossing junction boundaries were considered in our calculations, as
opposed to concentrations of reads nearby these boundaries. Overall, we found enrichment
for exon-exon boundaries to be several orders of magnitude greater than splice junctions in
our RNA dataset, and in most cases, several orders of magnitude less in the DNA data. Some
DNA samples showed comparable (but nonetheless smaller) numbers of splice junction to
exon-exon boundaries, for reasons unknown, although we speculate that because RNases are
not routinely used in aDNA preparations, these ‘phantom’ RNA reads may be the result of
RNA duplexes forming sticky-end double-stranded RNA and subsequently being incorporated
into DNA library preparations. We do not, however, believe that this detracts from the inter-
pretation of our aRNA as authentic, based on the RNA junction data.
Damage profiles of the ‘long-fragment’ aRNA sets (i.e., containing reads only over 30 nt)
showed slightly clearer damage patterns than the original datasets, with C> U misincorpora-
tions at both ends, as previously observed [11] with low-level G> A misincorporations at the
30 end (S4 Fig, S5 Fig). The introduction of ultrashort molecules apparently masks the damage
signals, possibly due to damaged reads being discarded where the seed length is too long to
accommodate a positive alignment and a terminal base modification. However, our confirma-
tion of tissue specificity in other analyses suggests that these ultrashort reads contain valuable
information and so should not be discarded. Instead, we recommend isolation of longer frag-
ments such as those above 30 nt for damage validation and authentication, and using complete
ultrashort datasets for transcriptome analysis later on.
The future of aRNA
Research using ancient biomolecules is moving in leaps and bounds, breaking barriers particu-
larly in terms of throughput, sample age, starting material, and the range of biomolecules at
our disposal. aRNA, although touched upon in very recent literature, is still relatively
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unstudied. Perceptions about what aRNA can inform us about that DNA or proteins cannot,
and a more general instability, lead many to dismiss it as unlikely and unnecessary. These data
represent the oldest aRNA from any source to be recovered and sequenced, by a significant
margin of at least 13,000 years, and show that under some conditions, aRNA can remain intact
well enough to identify specific transcriptomic profiles approximately 9,000 years earlier than
the current oldest isolated (unsequenced) aRNA. Previous research in plants has identified the
potential to uncover aRNA viruses and monitor in vivo activity in long-dead organisms, and
this may also be true of animal tissues. However, we stress that these were exceptionally well
preserved and not prone to typical enzymatic or autolytic process that occur in mammalian
decomposition, and so cannot be considered to be an ‘average’ representation of nucleic acid
preservation in ancient soft tissues. This research does, however, suggest that in certain cir-
cumstances, the processes of autolysis and putrefaction can be sufficiently arrested in perma-
frost animal remains, and as such, in vivo processes can now be identified in samples of great
interest to current research themes. This potential may not be limited to permafrost samples
but might extend to other low-temperature climates such as Greenland, Alaska, Canada, and
Antarctica. Equally, source material need not be limited to soft tissues; as previous research
has shown, a variety of organic materials are potential sources of aRNA (most notably seed
endosperm), and so there is potential to explore aRNA preservation in bone, keratin, or even
sediments from such environs. Of course, data for ancient metatranscriptomics are nonexis-
tent at the time of writing, and consequently no such assumptions can be made until further
research has been done. Optimistically, we anticipate that other biomolecular analysis may be
used to complement and cement our understanding of in vivo processes; for example, quanti-
tative palaeoproteomic approaches, still in their infancy, could be enhanced using relative tran-
scriptome data. Additionally, stable isotope data could further be complemented by these data;
nitrogen isotopic analysis of different tissues indicate that Tumat puppy#2 was still sucking its
mother’s milk when it died, and so it may be possible, with more samples, to establish individ-
ual developmental stages through transcriptomic and isotopic complementary data.
In conclusion, we suggest that as an untapped biomolecular resource, aRNA has potential
to enrich the current body of palaeogenomic study. Although still a field very much in its
infancy, aRNA study not only has the potential to provide verification for tissue identification
but also to enhance or validate other areas of biomolecular archaeological research, such as
epigenomics, palaeoproteomics, and stable isotope analysis. Continuing the palaeopathological
perspective, we note that several viruses of importance historically and in modernity such as
HIV, yellow fever, West Nile virus, ebola, rabies, hepatitis C, influenza, and measles have RNA
genomes. The potential value in establishing their evolutionary trajectories, along with the
aforementioned in vivo processes, makes clear the future utility of aRNA.
Methods
Ethics statement
This study utilises tissues from vertebrate animals (wolves). However, the ancient nature of
these samples means that no ethical issues arise from this work.
Samples
To explore the viability of aRNA survival, we chose samples considered to have varying poten-
tial for success, given endogenous DNA content from previous genome analysis [25], but with
at least two with a subjectively high potential. Three of the samples represent different tissues
(cartilage, liver, and muscle) from the same individual: a remarkably well-preserved large
canid puppy, with a calibrated radiocarbon age of 14,233 ± 34 yBP (ETH-73412; 12,297–
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12,047 cal BC; 95.4% probability using OxCal v4.2.4) [38], from the village of Tumat in Siberia,
Russia. Two puppies were found at the Tumat site, and these analyses concern only puppy #2
(see Table 1). Full descriptions of the samples can be found in Mak and colleagues, 2017 [25].
The three tissue samples from the Tumat puppy were ideal, because they represent varying
degrees of preservation from the same individual of advanced 14C age. The other two samples,
CN214 and CN1921, are both historical skins (hides) from Greenlandic wolves, shot in 1925,
and prior to 1869, respectively. Both are currently housed within the Greenland collection at
the Natural History Museum of Denmark.
Laboratory work
All pre-PCR steps of laboratory work, including RNA extraction, oligonucleotide processing,
and library construction, were performed in dedicated aDNA facilities equipped with anteroom
and positive air pressure. The aDNA facility is physically isolated from PCR areas. All standard
approaches to working with ancient biomolecules (PPE clothing, double-layered gloves, deep
cleaning, facemasks, etc.) were followed. aDNA laboratory guidelines are, in principle, very sim-
ilar to (if not more stringent than) standard RNA practices; in any case, all plasticware and
reagents used were nuclease-free, and all surfaces were kept sterilised at all times. For all steps of
pre-PCR work, laminar flow and fume hood cabinets were used when appropriate.
RNA extraction and purification
Extraction and library construction were performed around protocols designed towards
microRNA, due to the presumption that it would be necessary to isolate and sequence ultrashort
fragments from ancient assemblages, given that RNA fragmentation is a time-dependent diage-
netic process [11,15]. RNA was isolated from tissues using an Ambion miRvana kit, following
the protocol for total RNA isolation, with the following modifications: prior to digestion, tissues
were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and ground to powder using a mortar and pestle. Tissue
powder was then incubated in 1 mL of Lysis/Binding buffer for 65 hours at 37˚C. Organic
extraction with acidic pH 4.2 phenol:chloroform was done to enable phase separation of RNA
and DNA [39]. We opted for this method over DNase treatment because we have previously
observed significant inefficiencies of DNase when using aDNA as a substrate, often resulting in
partial digestion of RNA [40]. We performed organic extraction twice to ensure the purity of
RNA, as described [41]. All other steps were performed according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions; briefly, salt-based precipitation was initiated using a proprietary salt mixture, and consoli-
dated with excess ethanol. RNA was then isolated on a spin-column-attached silica membrane,
which was then washed three times using included buffers. RNA was eluted in 50 μL, applied at
95˚C as per the recommended protocol. The quantity of purified RNA was measured using the
Qubit RNA HS assay. Due to known and suspected issues in fluorescence quantification in
degraded or fragmented nucleic acid extractions [42], a DNA measurement was not taken using
Qubit. We instead opted to measure the level of DNA carryover by quantifying the level of map-
ping to untranscribed regions of the genome, defining the untranscribed regions as the inverse
of any and all transcripts, coding or otherwise, as defined from the CanFam3.1 genome annota-
tion (gff) file. We subsequently elected to build platform-specific RNA libraries and sequence on
two different platforms, the Illumina HiSeq-2500 and the BGISEQ-500, to allow us to explore
platform-dependent biases in data generation alongside establishing the survival of aRNA.
Illumina library construction
cDNA libraries were constructed using a NEBNext Multiplex Small RNA Library Prep Set for
Illumina according to the manufacturer’s instructions. We opted for this method over other
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RNA library preparations because of the increased specificity of RNA molecules being incor-
porated into the library and proven sequence recovery of ultrashort molecules [43]. Briefly, a
pre-adenylated 30 adapter is first ligated to the 50 end of the RNA molecule. This ATP-free liga-
tion step is facilitated by an RNA ligase mutant, which is truncated to prevent RNA adenyla-
tion and thus ligation, unless pre-adenylation of the donor molecule has already occurred [44].
This takes advantage of the 30 hydroxyl group unique to RNA and thus facilitates enrichment
of RNA over potential contaminant DNA. Next, a reverse transcription primer is annealed to
the 30 adapter. Then, a standard ssRNA ligation step allows ligation of the 50 adapter to the
RNA molecule to be amplified. Reverse transcription to create single-indexed cDNA libraries
based on the RT primer is followed by indexing PCR. Libraries were amplified with between
16 and 20 cycles of PCR using the included polymerase mastermix and submitted directly for
sequencing.
BGISEQ-500 library construction
For BGISEQ-500 libraries, we utilised the same NEBNext kit with modified adapters and
primer oligos appropriate to the BGISEQ-500 platform. We based oligo sequences on those
published previously [25] and utilised indexing primers over indexing adapters to reduce costs
and improve protocol simplicity, opting for a single 50 phosphorylated 50 adapter and adeny-
lated 30 adapter. Because 50 adenylation of the 30 adapter is necessary to RNA-specific library
construction as detailed above, the custom BGISEQ-500 30 adapter was adenylated at the 50
end using a NEB 50 Adenylation kit. Libraries were similarly amplified with between 16 and 20
cycles of PCR. With the BGISEQ-500 libraries only, post-PCR products were circularised to
form DNA nanoballs (DNBs) based on the standard protocol for the platform [25]. DNB pro-
duction was performed by BGI Europe immediately prior to sequencing.
Sequencing
Illumina libraries were pooled at equimolar concentrations and sequenced at 80 nt, single-end
(SE80), on the HiSeq-2500 platform at the Danish National High-Throughput Sequencing
Centre. BGI libraries were equally pooled to equimolar concentrations, circularised, and
sequenced as SE50 using the BGISEQ-500 platform at BGI Europe, Copenhagen. Demultiplex-
ing was performed in-house, and resulting FastQ files were delivered electronically.
Adapter removal
Illumina and BGI adapters were removed from their respective datasets using cutadapt v.1.11
[45], using default parameters for single-end reads, 10% allowed mismatch, and a minimum
size retention of 15 nt.
Read alignment
Sequencing reads from the ancient samples were initially aligned to the CanFam3.1 genome
using bowtie2 [46], under default parameters for single-end data. This was done to assess the
overall endogenous content, including potential DNA contaminants, and in relation to previ-
ous estimates of endogenous content of the samples [25]. Resulting SAM files were converted
to sorted BAM files and filtered by mapping the quality score (minimum q = 20). The analysis
was then repeated using identical parameters, only instead using the CanFam3.1 transcriptome
as the reference, and again using canine rRNA and tRNA reference sequences from which to
calculate the RNA enrichment factors. tRNA sequences were downloaded from GtRNAdb
[47] and rRNA sequences were obtained from the Silva rRNA database [48]. Mapping files
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were de-duplicated, although mapping files with duplicates retained were kept for comparative
analyses. Control data were aligned to the CamFam3.1 transcriptome using default parameters
for paired-end data in bowtie2. We performed identical analysis on our extraction blank
library and ran any mapped reads through ncbi BLAST+, using default parameters to the nt
database, followed by metagenomic analysis using MEGAN [49] to ensure no contamination.
From the MEGAN analysis we found that all mapped extraction blank reads returned primar-
ily basal or highly conserved assignments, and negligible read numbers were assigned to canids
for both Illumina and BGI platforms (2 reads and 39 reads), respectively.
Junction analysis
We used tophat v2.1.2 [50] to generate an index of exon-exon junctions from the CanFam3.1
genome annotation and also to map raw, trimmed, de-duplicated RNA-seq reads back to that
index. We then collated the number of reads straddling exon-exon junctions from the tophat
junctions.bed output. We generated intron and exon bedfiles from the CanFam3.1 genome
annotation and used the bedtools intersect function to assess the number of reads straddling
splice junctions. First, we created a BAMfile of reads overlapping exon junctions from our
original mapping BAMfiles and fed that output back into the bedtools intersect to repeat the
analysis, using the intron bedfile instead of the exon bedfile. We used the output from this sec-
ond round of bedtools intersect to collate read numbers. We then repeated this analysis using
raw, trimmed DNA reads generated previously [25] to compare the two types of data.
Damage pattern analysis
Cytosine deamination patterns of reads aligned to the CanFam3.1 transcriptome were assessed
using mapDamage 2.06 [51]. While the samples had previously showed expected damage pat-
terns from genome sequencing [25], the expectations of similar analysis for RNA are largely
unknown due to factors such as single strandedness and sequence-specific secondary structure
formation. We assessed damage profiles on BAM files resulting from both genomic and tran-
scriptomic mapping.
Control and reference data
For direct transcriptomic comparison, we analysed equivalent, modern NGS data deriving
from the same four dog tissue types (skin, cartilage, liver, and skeletal muscle). Appropriate
data for all tissues were found at the ENA Short Read Archive bioproject, accession
PRJNA396033, experiment accessions SRX3055179 (cartilage), SRX3055151 (liver),
SRX3055143 (skin), and SRX3055142 (muscle). For reference data on relative expression levels
between dog tissues, we used Affymetrix array data collated from the Canine Normal Tissue
Database, bioproject accession PRJNA124245 [28].
Expression analysis
Because gene-specific expression analysis has not been performed on ancient material, we
attempted two forms of analysis. Method 1 is a direct comparison of control NGS data (see
‘Control and reference data’) to ancient sequencing data. Method 2 was achieved by employing
an independent, non-NGS expression array reference [28] with which both modern control
NGS and ancient/historical NGS datasets would be compared. Both modern and ancient/his-
torical data were subject to the same analysis.
Both analyses relied on first calculating a relative measure of expression for individual
genes within each sample. To generate this, we used the samtools depth function to describe
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the coverage depth for each position of each transcript, and divided the total coverage for all
positions by the length of the transcript to generate a mean coverage value for each. The
unique nature of these data creates uncertainties regarding duplicate removal considering
excess PCR cycles and short fragments, so we therefore opted to perform analyses using com-
binations of de-duplicated and duplicates-retained mapping between ancient and control sam-
ples. We found that de-duplication, in particular applied to the ancient samples, is more
appropriate for these kinds of data (see Discussion).
The direct comparison method (Method 1) involved firstly performing a variance stabilis-
ing transformation on transcript raw count data, using the Varistran R package (incorporating
the edgeR package) [27,52]. Varistran employs library size normalisation (by total number of
reads, not fragment length) using edgeR’s TMM normalisation, then applies Anscombe’s [53]
variance stabilising transformation for the negative binomial distribution [27]. Because no rep-
licates were available for each of the ancient samples or controls, dispersion was estimated
across the entire dataset (blindly). These normalised data were used for comparison between
samples across the entire dataset using Varistran package functions, producing ordination
biplots and a distance-based heatmap with hierarchal clustering. Biplots were produced by
centring rows (genes) by subtracting their global means, performing singular value decompo-
sition, and these data were plotted; the expression level of a gene in a particular sample, relative
to the average expression level of that gene, is approximated by the dot product of the sample
position and the gene position (personal communication, P. Harrison). Heatmaps were pro-
duced by calculating cosine distance, performing hierarchical clustering with hclust(), and
refining clustering using the ‘optimal leaf ordering’ algorithm from the seriation package [54]
in order to minimise sharp changes between neighbours without otherwise changing the tree.
To directly compare expression levels between control and ancient/historic samples within
and between tissue types, the transformed data for each tissue type were filtered for transcripts
within and above the upper 95th percentile of expression levels (i.e., the most highly expressed
genes for each tissue type in a given sample). Data below the 95th percentile were discarded, to
compensate for noise associated with low-level transcripts [55]. Pairwise linear regression analy-
ses were then performed comparing control tissue expression (explanatory variable) to expres-
sion in all ancient/historic tissues (response variable[s]). We corrected for multiple testing [55]
using Bonferroni corrections: for each control tissue there were 5 comparisons with ancient/his-
toric samples, so linear models were considered significant at an α of 0.01. When comparing
control tissues to other control tissues, there were 3 comparisons, so linear models were consid-
ered significant at an α of 0.0166. Linear models between control samples and both ancient and
other control samples were only considered relevant if their slope was positive.
For Method 2, we first created a simple reference set from the Affymetrix array deriving
from the Canine Normal Tissue Database [28]. This was used to describe the tissue with which
each annotated gene was most associated, for example, apolipoprotein 1 (APO1) is most asso-
ciated with liver tissue, collagen is most associated with skin, etc. This resulted in a simple gene
name to tissue pairing matrix describing one tissue per gene. We then created a second matrix
from the CanFam3.1 transcriptome, describing the specific gene name in relation to the gene
description (i.e., predicted homology or confirmed) and reference (Genbank ID) to which the
data were mapped. For each sample, we took transcripts and associated Genbank references
within and above the 95th percentile of expression levels (as calculated earlier using samtools
depth) [27,54,55] to create a final matrix of gene, coverage, and most associated tissue. Then,
for each sample, we cumulatively scored each of the 10 tissues listed in the Affymetrix array,
according to the gene/tissue pairing described in matrix 1. We performed this analysis for all
ancient and modern sequencing data, and compared like-for-like sample tissues using a linear
regression. We used these analyses to assess the similarity of the modern and ancient datasets
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based on their appearance when compared with the limited tissue set represented from the
Affymetrix array.
GC content analysis
We assessed the GC content on a per-transcript basis of the CanFam3.1 transcriptome, using a
Perl script. We then isolated the transcripts from within the 95th percentile of expression levels
as described earlier, for consistency. Then, the GC content of individual short reads mapping
to those transcripts was calculated on a per-sample basis, from de-duplicated and duplicates-
retained BAM files (S2 Table).
Metagenomic analysis
For viral infection analysis, we downloaded complete genomes for all available ssRNA and
dsRNA viruses known to infect vertebrates from the NCBI Genome resource. Then, we
mapped all raw reads to the virus dataset using bowtie2 and extracted the mapped reads into
fasta format. We then subjected these reads to a full metagenomic BLAST to confirm their
viral origin. For tRNA species authentication, we extracted all reads previously mapped to
known canine tRNA sequences and performed a full metagenomic BLAST against the entire
nt database. For general metagenomic analysis of mapped and raw reads, we subsampled
100,000 reads from each sample using seqtk v1.2 and ran similarly, only using a word score of
10. All BLAST analyses were performed using the NCBI blast+ v.2.6.0 suite, on a standalone
high-performance cluster. Taxonomic assignations were viewed using MEGAN v5.11,3 [49].
Construction of long-fragment aRNA and ‘simulated’ aRNA data
To assess how much ultrashort fragments affect tissue identification, we first removed all frag-
ments under 30 nt from existing mapping BAM files using the samtools v1.4 ‘view’ function
and an awk one-liner. We then repeated downstream analyses using these new BAM files as
the source data.
To create a proxy for aRNA from modern data we know to map well to the reference, we
selected 1 million reads at random from each of the control datasets. Using the seqtk v1.2 sam-
ple function, we piped that output through the seqtk ‘trimfq’ function with–s and–e options
set to retrieve 15 bases from each randomly subsampled read. We then repeated this 34 times,
each time selecting one extra base to create 35 subsets of length 15–50. These subsets were
then merged and treated as a single dataset for each tissue, giving 4 simulated aRNA datasets.
Supporting information
S1 Fig. mapDamage profiles of ancient tissues mapped to the CanFam3.1 transcriptome
showing nt misincorporations at relative positions from the centre towards the terminal
ends of the sequencing read, using bwa-aln as primary mapper and de-duplicated reads
only. (A) and (B) Skin 1; (C) and (D) Skin 2; (E) and (F) Tumat cartilage; (G) and (H) Tumat
liver; (I) and (J) Tumat muscle. nt, nucleotide.
(TIF)
S2 Fig. mapDamage profiles of ancient tissues mapped to the CanFam3.1 transcriptome
showing nt misincorporations at relative positions from the centre towards the terminal
ends of the sequencing read, using bowtie2 as primary mapper. Red lines indicate C> U
misincorporations, blue lines indicate G> A misincorporations, and grey lines indicate oth-
ers. (A) Skin 1, de-duplicated; (B) Skin 1, duplicates retained; (C) Skin 2, de-duplicated; (D)
Skin 2, duplicates retained; (E) Tumat cartilage, de-duplicated; (F) Tumat cartilage, duplicates
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retained; (G) Tumat liver, de-duplicated; (H) Tumat liver, duplicated retained; (I) Tumat mus-
cle, de-duplicated; (J) Tumat muscle, duplicates retained. Derived from BGISEG-500 data. The
underlying data for this figure can be found in S1 Data. nt, nucleotide.
(TIF)
S3 Fig. mapDamage profiles of ancient tissues mapped to the CanFam3.1 transcriptome
showing nt misincorporations at relative positions from the centre towards the terminal
ends of the sequencing read, using bowtie2 as primary mapper. Red lines indicate C> U
misincorporations, blue lines indicate G> A misincorporations, and grey lined indicate oth-
ers. (A) Skin 1, de-duplicated; (B) Skin 1, duplicates retained; (C) Skin 2, de-duplicated; (D)
Skin 2, duplicates retained; (E) Tumat cartilage, de-duplicated; (F) Tumat cartilage, duplicates
retained; (G) Tumat liver, de-duplicated; (H) Tumat liver, duplicated retained; (I) Tumat mus-
cle, de-duplicated; (J) Tumat muscle, duplicates retained. Derived from HiSeq-2500 data. The
underlying data for this figure can be found in S1 Data. nt, nucleotide.
(TIF)
S4 Fig. mapDamage profiles of ancient tissues mapped to the CanFam3.1 transcriptome
sequenced on BGISEQ-500 showing nt misincorporations at relative positions from the
centre towards the terminal ends of the sequencing read, using bowtie2 as primary map-
per, de-duplicated reads only, and only incorporating reads of 30 nt or greater. (A) Skin 1;
(B) Skin 2; (C) Tumat cartilage; (D) Tumat liver; (E) Tumat muscle. The underlying data for
this figure can be found in S1 Data. nt, nucleotide.
(TIF)
S5 Fig. mapDamage profiles of ancient tissues mapped to the CanFam3.1 transcriptome
sequenced on HiSeq-2500 showing nt misincorporations at relative positions from the cen-
tre towards the terminal ends of the sequencing read, using bowtie2 as primary mapper,
de-duplicated reads only, and only incorporating reads of 30 nt or greater. (A) Skin 1; (B)
Skin 2; (C) Tumat cartilage; (D) Tumat liver; (E) Tumat muscle. The underlying data for this
figure can be found in S1 Data. nt, nucleotide.
(TIF)
S6 Fig. Hierarchical clustering heatmap of similarity between samples (see Methods for
details) for the top 500 genes with the most differences between samples. (A) BGISEQ-500
data, de-duplicated; (B) HiSeq-2500 data, de-duplicated; (C) BGISEQ-500 data, duplicates
retained; (D) HiSeq-2500 data, duplicates retained.
(TIF)
S7 Fig. Regressions for samples sequenced on the BGISEQ-500 platform, de-duplicated,
Method 1. (A) comparison to skin; (B) comparison to cartilage; (C) comparison to liver; (D)
comparison to muscle. See legend for Fig 1 for details.
(TIF)
S8 Fig. Regressions for samples sequenced on the BGISEQ-500 platform duplicates
retained, Method 1. (E) Comparison to skin; (F) comparison to cartilage; (G) comparison to
liver; (H) comparison to muscle. See legend for Fig 1 for details.
(TIF)
S9 Fig. Regressions for samples sequenced on the HiSeq-2500 platform, de-duplicated,
Method 1. (I) Comparison to skin; (J) comparison to cartilage; (K) comparison to liver; (L)
comparison to muscle. See legend for Fig 1 for details.
(TIF)
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S10 Fig. Regressions for samples sequenced on the HiSeq-2500 platform, duplicates
retained, Method 1. (M) Comparison to skin; (N) comparison to cartilage; (O) comparison to
liver; (P) comparison to muscle. See legend for Fig 1 for details.
(TIF)
S11 Fig. Regressions for Skin 2 and liver samples, Method 1, using only reads of 30 nt or
greater. (A) Skin 2; (B) Tumat liver. nt, nucleotide.
(TIF)
S12 Fig. Regression of coverage: control data versus ‘simulated ancient’ control data using
data points from Method 2. (A) Skin; (B) liver; (C) muscle; (D) cartilage. The underlying data
for this figure can be found in S8 Data.
(TIF)
S13 Fig. GC content histograms according to sequencing platform and duplicate removal.
For all panels: blue line, Skin 1; orange line, Skin 2; grey line, Tumat cartilage; yellow line,
Tumat liver; black line, Tumat muscle; green line, blank. (A) BGISEQ-500, duplicated
removed; (B) HiSeq-2500, duplicated removed; (C) BGISEQ-500, duplicates retained; (D)
HiSeq-2500, duplicates retained.
(TIF)
S14 Fig. Length distribution plots of BGISEQ-500 RNA-seq. (A) Skin 1; (B) Skin 2; (C)
Tumat cartilage; (D) Tumat liver; (E) Tumat muscle. The underlying data for this figure can be
found in S9 Data. RNA-seq, RNA sequencing.
(TIF)
S15 Fig. Length distribution plots of HiSeq-2500 RNA-seq. (A) Skin 1; (B) Skin 2; (C)
Tumat cartilage; (D) Tumat liver; (E) Tumat muscle. The underlying data for this figure can be
found in S10 Data. RNA-seq, RNA sequencing.
(TIF)
S16 Fig. Length distribution plots of BGISEQ-500 DNA-seq from Mak and colleagues. (A)
Skin 1; (B) Skin 2; (C) Tumat cartilage; (D) Tumat liver; (E) Tumat muscle. The underlying
data for this figure can be found in S11 Data. DNA-seq, DNA sequencing.
(TIF)
S17 Fig. Length distribution plots of HiSeq-2500 DNA-seq from Mak and colleagues. (A)
Skin 1; (B) Skin 2; (C) Tumat cartilage; (D) Tumat liver; (E) Tumat muscle. The underlying
data for this figure can be found in S12 Data. DNA-seq, DNA sequencing.
(TIF)
S18 Fig. mapDamage plots of DNA data from Mak and colleagues, 2018. (A–E) Sequenced
on the BGISEQ-500 platform. (F–J) Sequenced on the HiSeq-2500 platform. (A) Skin 1; (B)
Skin 2; (C) Tumat cartilage; (D) Tumat liver; (E) Tumat muscle. (F) Skin 1; (G) Skin 2; (H)
Tumat cartilage; (I) Tumat liver; (J) Tumat muscle. Red lines, frequency of C> U misincor-
porations; blue lines, frequency of G> A misincorporations; yellow lines, soft-clipped bases
from unaligned reads; grey lines, other misincorporations.
(TIF)
S19 Fig. Comparison of data generated by BGISEQ-500 and HiSeq-2500 platforms. (A)
Endogenous content of sequencing reads by tissue (see S4 Table). (B) Regressions of Method 2
between platforms. Red circles, Skin 1; white circles, Tumat cartilage; blue circles, Skin 2; black
circles, Tumat liver; grey circles, Tumat muscle. (C) Mean GC content of reads by tissue,
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depending on duplication. Red triangles, reads mapping to the 95th percentile and above of
expression after mapping and de-duplication. White triangles, all mapped reads with de-dupli-
cation. Grey triangles, all mapped reads without de-duplication. (D) RNA enrichment factor
by tissue type. The underlying data for this figure can be found in S13 Data.
(TIF)
S20 Fig. Biplot ordination of standardised individual gene expression (blue points) and
similarity between individual samples (red points) along two dimensions (see Methods for
details). (A) BGISEQ-500 data, de-duplicated; (B) HiSeq-2500 data, de-duplicated; (C) BGI-
SEQ-500 data, duplicates retained; (D) HiSeq-2500 data, duplicates retained. All sample labels
ending ‘cntl’ are modern controls. All sample labels ending ‘rmd’ are duplicate-removed sam-
ples. Cart, cartilage; ill, Illumina sequencing; Liv, liver; Mus, muscle.
(TIF)
S1 Table. Basic mapping statistic comparison of aligners bwa-aln and bowtie2.
(TIF)
S2 Table. Mean GC content of mapped reads depending on selection and (de)duplication.
(TIF)
S3 Table. Junction analysis of RNA-seq and DNA data derived from the same samples.
Reads mapping over splice junctions and exon-exon junctions were collated for each sample
and molecule type, and enrichment factors calculated. In all cases, RNA-seq data show signifi-
cantly more exon-exon junction coverage than splice junctions, highlighting their authenticity.
Conversely, the opposite trend is seen for DNA data. RNA-seq, RNA sequencing.
(TIF)
S4 Table. Method 2 final scores according to Affymetrix array tissue derived from modern
and ancient NGS datasets. Top half, scores following de-duplication. Lower half, scores with
duplicate reads retained. NGS, next-generation sequencing.
(TIF)
S5 Table. Regression (r2) values for comparisons resulting from Method 2. The three tissues
most similar to their modern counterparts are highlighted in bold.
(TIF)
S6 Table. Taxonomic assignments from metagenomic BLAST analysis, of both mapped
and raw data reads.
(TIF)
S7 Table. Basic NGS statistics of DNA data, subjected to the same analysis as the RNA-seq
data of the same samples. Note that the rRNA proportion and overall RNA enrichment fac-
tors are significantly less than those of the RNA-seq data. NGS, next-generation sequencing;
RNA-seq, RNA sequencing; rRNA, ribosomal RNA.
(TIF)
S8 Table. Mean and standard deviations of coverage to the dog 18s rRNA. rRNA, ribosomal
RNA.
(TIF)
S1 Data. mapDamage outputs corresponding to S2 Fig, S3 Fig, S4 Fig and S5 Fig.
(ZIP)
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S2 Data. Regression table of Method 1. Details of linear regression analysis of the 95th per-
centile of genes expressed in each control tissue, compared with each ancient tissue and other
control tissues. Models marked in bold have the slope in the expected direction (positive) and
are significant at Bonferroni alphas adjusted for multiple comparisons (ancient tissues
alpha = 0.01, control tissues alpha = 0.0166).
(XLSX)
S3 Data. As S2 Data, with only reads of length 30 nt or greater. Details of linear regression
analysis of the 95th percentile of genes expressed in each control tissue, compared with each
ancient tissue and other control tissues. Models marked in bold have the slope in the expected
direction (positive) and are significant at Bonferroni alphas adjusted for multiple comparisons.
nt, nucleotide.
(XLSX)
S4 Data. Scoring matrix for Method 2 arranged in tabs by tissue and sequencing platform.
Briefly, columns A and B are the static tissue/gene pairs generated from the CNTD Affymetrix
array. Column D is the NCBI reference for each gene found on the CanFam3.1 transcriptome,
column F the full gene description, and column G the derived gene name/locus (LOC) ID.
Column E is the mean coverage depth of that gene after mapping. Column H is a lookup for-
mula to assign each gene a most-related tissue from the 10 listed on CNTD. Column I is the
95th percentile value of coverage. Columns J–S are the total cumulative scores assigned to each
of the 10 tissues following associated-gene/score pairing. CNTD, Canine Normal Tissue Data-
base.
(XLSX)
S5 Data. Scoring matrix for Method 2, as S4 Data, only for modern control data only.
Briefly, columns A and B are the static tissue/gene pairs generated from the CNTD Affymetrix
array. Column D is the NCBI reference for each gene found on the CanFam3.1 transcriptome,
column F the full gene description, and column G the derived gene name/locus (LOC) ID. Col-
umn E is the mean coverage depth of that gene after mapping. Column H is a lookup formula
to assign each gene a most-related tissue from the 10 listed on CNTD. Column I is the 95th per-
centile value of coverage. Columns J–S are the total cumulative scores assigned to each of the 10
tissues following associated-gene/score pairing. CNTD, Canine Normal Tissue Database.
(XLSX)
S6 Data. As S4 Data, with only reads of length 30 nt or greater. Scoring matrix for Method 2
arranged in tabs by tissue and sequencing platform. Briefly, columns A and B are the static tis-
sue/gene pairs generated from the CNTD Affymetrix array. Column D is the NCBI reference
for each gene found on the CanFam3.1 transcriptome, column F the full gene description, and
column G the derived gene name/locus (LOC) ID. Column E is the mean coverage depth of
that gene after mapping. Column H is a lookup formula to assign each gene a most-related tis-
sue from the 10 listed on CNTD. Column I is the 95th percentile value of coverage. Columns
J–S are the total cumulative scores assigned to each of the 10 tissues following associated-gene/
score pairing. CNTD, Canine Normal Tissue Database; nt, nucleotide.
(XLSX)
S7 Data. Raw data corresponding to Fig 3.
(XLSX)
S8 Data. Raw data corresponding to S12 Fig.
(XLSX)
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S9 Data. Raw data corresponding to S14 Fig.
(XLSX)
S10 Data. Raw data corresponding to S15 Fig.
(XLSX)
S11 Data. Raw data corresponding to S16 Fig.
(XLSX)
S12 Data. Raw data corresponding to S17 Fig.
(XLSX)
S13 Data. Raw data corresponding to S19 Fig.
(XLSX)
S14 Data. As S4 Data, only with duplicate reads retained in the analysis.
(XLSX)
S1 Text. Further discussion of the metagenomic analyses, RNA damage profiles, issues sur-
rounding sequence duplication and aRNA datasets, GC content of aRNA, and a compari-
son of the two sequencing platforms used in this study. aRNA, ancient RNA.
(DOCX)
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